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CONFIDE:NTIAL 

Mr. Otis P. Swift 
American Committee for the Liberation of the 

Peoples of Russia, Inc. 
Augustenstrasse 46 
Munich 2, Germany 

Dear Swift: 

You have often pointed out the necessity of certain 
fundamental "policy decisions 11 i.n order that the work of the 
American Committee may proceed more smoothly. It seems to me 
that such decisions flow from a point of view or philosophy, 
and that a. clear understanding of that philosophy is often 
better than arbitrary 11decisions • 11 . Enclosed are several copies 
of the broad point of view which is governing and which I hope 
you will find useful. The contents of this paper should be 
part of the intellectual equipment of all those who are required 
to exercise initia\;ive 1 and judgment in connection with the Com
mittee's enterprises, whether or not those individuals are directly 
under your control. Although the fact that it is classified is 
obviously due to the necessity for privacy in some of the thinking 
involved, you are free to use appropriate portions in any way you 
see fit. 

With kind regards, 

Very truly yours, 

f 1, {ti_ -
~ / ,.,,,,/ .' ; . . .._.( 
1--t:_. · -~-(0\ '---'L~··L -·1 ' / ; 

L. C. Stevens 
Chairman 

Enclosure 

:'··i 
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THE ROLE OF THE SOVIET lll1IGRATION 

L. C, Stevena 

The basic question of war or peace necessarily orients all 

realistic thinking with reference to the liberation of the peoples 

of the Soviet Union. Most emigrees, when asked under what conditions 

they believe the liberation will occur, reply that it will come as 

the result of a war bet.ween the Soviet Ul};i.on and the United States,. 
.... ~.- t 

'' 
There are, however, two considerations wh.ic.h are widely admitted by 

both the emigration and by Americans, and which tend to modify this 

conclusion; - first, that the strengths and weaknesses of the Soviet 

Union are of such a nature that it will not seek war so long as the 

Western world is strong and united, and second, that it is not in 

the interests of the United States itself to seek war as a solution, 

The day in which the Soviet Union might be able to. destroy the 

United States by atomic attack without corre.sponding retaliation 

seems far in the future. Although' there is an ever-present danger 

of war due to the unforeseen incident or miscalculation of reaction 

to a given act, the chances are high that the present tense 

relationships between the Soviet Union and a strong, united, resolute . 

West will continue for a long period. In ,:view of the nature of the 
·t 

Bolshevik regime arid the consistency of the. aims to which it is 

committed, no accommodation other than a forced one seems possible, 

and no means of forcing an accommodation which will be other than a 

temporary easement are now apparent. In view of these considerations, 

the possibility of the dissqlution of the Bolshevik regime occurriJJg 

under some framework other than general war becomes of major interest. 
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There is a widespre~tl beiief irt the emigration that the 

Soviet regime carries within.it.the seeds of it's ~wn decay in a 
• . j . . 

more realistic sense than that classic phrase. can be applied to 

the capitalistic world. Self-perpetuating internal tensions, 

insoluble problems and other problems whose magnitudes are of such 

an order as to create extraordina...""Y prolonged strains, and fore

seeable and unforeseeable crises all work in that direction. Not 

enough is know about these elements or the ways in which they can 

~ exacerbated by the 1{est (inciuding the emigr.ation) .in the future 

to permit any estimate of when their effects might become critical. 

The :important thing to realize at this point is that there are 
' . 

strong reasons for believing that we are apt to require and to have 

many years in which to solve the difficult problem of Soviet

American relations. 

Nevertheless, no one, at least in the West, can guarantee 

that there will t'l~'li be war at any t:ime. It follows that we must 

play it both ways and wage the cold war on a long term basis while 

insuring that we are adequately prepared for hot war at any time, 

and continually take care that our cold war activities. do not of 

themselves unnecessarlly precipitate a hot war. At the same time 

our hot war preparations should not unnecessarily infringe on our 

.ool.d w.a:r.--capah11 :tties... Tbe.-liber.ati..on struggle has the great merit 

of working on that Soviet weakness which is the most effective 

deterrent of war - the lack of loyalty of the Soviet peoples to the 

Bolshevik regime, and so contributes toward preventing war, 
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It is from this. point of view that the role of the 

emigration is herein considered, with particular reference to the 

interests of 1;.he American people as interpreted by the .American 
. . 

Committee for the Liberation of the Peoples of Russia, 'L'he purpose 

of the discussion that follows is to set forth the philosophy of 

the .American Committee in SU.ch a way that those who work in its 

interests will have some understanding of viewpoints and policies 

as they are fonnulated and will be able to support them intell

igentiy and effectively. 

It is probable that there are from one to two million 

fonner residents of lands that comprise the present Soviet. Union 

.who are now living in the Western world, Most of them expect to be 

assimilated into the Western world, but some live only for the time 

when the Bolshevik regime will be broken and they can return to 

their homelands under some fonn of government 'Which will be less 

oppressive of individual freedoms, Many of these latter have more 

or less definite ideas of the government~· structure which they 

believe would be best for their particular conception of the 

homeland, and it is these who give significance to the 

kaleidoscopic variety of emigree political parties. 

Those parties and groupings owe· their complexity partly 

to their being a crude reflect.ion of some of the complex problems 

which must some day be faced, such as the status of the many 

nationalities which now make up the Soviet Union or to various 

theories of governmerlt ranging from social-democratic to 
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constitutional monarchyj ~nd partJ.y to histdricSJ. events of the 

comparatively recent past. ' There are ~lea:\rtige~ a:I.orig rnany' 
' . . . . 

'i.' I j, , :,., • , · 

different planes., Soma ·df 'the riktioritif 1t:les cover the whole 

spectrum of politicai theory i'l'~ih {~~~! tt> i:i~h~-, and some h&te 

the Great Russians as such, t<rhile d.fihe.rs sse ,their eventuat sal

vation in some sort of union or federatiO:h with them. Some of the 

emigres of the First World War regard all later emigres as little 

better than Bolsheviks, and the emigres of the Second World War 

are regarded in more than one quarter as nothing but· German 

collaborationists.· Some regard any form of sociali8m as only 

Bolshevism in disguise, and other~ believe. that only the strongest 

centralized government can control the people, Prejudice thrives 

where there are few facilities for determining facts, and the 

Slavs, who are greatly in the majority and who themselves are split 

between Great Russians, Byelorussians and Ukrainians, are highly 

polarized in temperament and thought. Much more than theories are 

involved, for the blood line has been crossed so often and on such 

a scale that passion and bitterness Eme almost nonnal. Through it 

aJJ.· is a dark thread of Semitic revenge and anti-Semitism, and a 

pervading fear and suspicfon that the fingers of the Bolshevik regime 

are probing everywhere throughout the emigration. Certainly the fact 

that the emigration has been chaotically divided and at each other's 

throats for thirty-five years is an agreeable thing to the Kremlin. 
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It wofild he strange if thEJ Kremlih flliled to take 

&d:V-~ntage o:t ohe of the 'basid rules of propaganda, ·which says to 

,.. exploit and exacerbate aii blea'Jaga_ci t.Hthih an opponent• Tlie ertd.gre 

press contin~ally provides excellent propaganda material to this 
. . 

end, and may well relieve the Kremlin of the necessity for doing 

much in.this field other than to sit back and enjoy the spectacle, 

In addition, the energy and effort expended in the emigre vrorld ~n 

internecine strife is so extensive that there seems little reserve 

left to apply to the common enemy. 

One would think that these considerations alone would lead 

to an annistice in the emigre world. However, something much deeper 

than petty squabbling is involveda One cf the most impressive results 

of close contact with that world is the deep sincerity with which 

such. divergent "tiews. are held and aggressively defended. Al though 

there is much prejudice, it is apt to be backed up by belief which 

is so genuine that it becomes a sacrifice of principles to yield 

in even what seems to be minor respectsQ The issues which are in 

fact petty, .such as whether 11Russia 11 or the "Soviet Union" should be 

designated as the common enemy, are rooted in fear and mistrust of 

othe~ legitimate elements of the emigration, and that fear and 

mistrust is itself .not a pe~ty thing. 

It follows that any hope for unification of the emigration 

on the genuine issues on which there are such violent differences 

is highly Unrealistic, at least for the foreseeable future. In two 

years time only two major points have been found by emigres themselves 
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on which there seems to be any hope of agreement, and these two 

points probably represent the only presently possible basis for 

collaboration, One of them is the struggle to bring about the 

liberation from the I)olsheY~..k :cegim.8, and the other the principle 

of self-deterrninati::m of the peoples now within the Soviet Union 

as opposed to pre-determination from without. Both of these major 

points are still full of thorns. 

The liberation struggle has many ramifications. Activities 

which by their nature must take place within the boundaries of the 

Soviet Union, - agent penetration, organization of resistance 

movements, dist~ibution of propaganda, subversion in all ways other 

than by radio broadcasts, in fact all clandestine activities whether 

within or without communist controlled countries, are unsuitable for 

accomplishment by any unified emigration whose basis of unification 

is limited to these two major points. The underlying mutual 

distrust of the elements that compose the emigration is so strong 

that those elements could not and should not be brought to assume 

the security risks involved~ particularly where lives are involved, 

as is often the case. This means that the whole area of 

clandestine operations, if it in fact exists, must be supported by 

someone other than the American Committee on a unilateral and 
,.;·_: •·:·. 

piec,emeal basis, which; sets up powerful forces that tend to keep the 
:· .. '.. ':': . : . .: . . 

emigration .divided rather than un~ted. It follows that if any 

silpport is given by American interests :to clandestine activities, 
: '-.' '. 

:. 
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some way should be found to insure that those interests are aware 

of and in complete s;ympathy with the aims and principles of the 

American Conunit.t.ea0 They sho'Uld themselves not. only make no 

political co;;"Jl;itr:1ents thaJ0 are :i.n':'onsisi;er::t therewith, but should 

confine the.t: a:;f.~_vities st.:cictly to specific ends cf a non-

political nature~ 

The area of o·irert st:rv.ggle includes overt propaganda 

by radio and printed.means, demonst.rations, publicity, education, 

and a wide field of research and study which extends usefully into 

post-liberation problems. The difficulties which confront a 

limitedly-united emigration in even this overt area are formidable 

and not rapidly to be overcome, but they appear to be soluble with 

patience and time,. The major problem here is likewise tied up with 

distrust and fear which lead to intrigue, denunciation, and struggles 

for control, jobs and prestige, 

The second major point of "non-predetermination" on which 

the emigration might poss:i.bly be united involves even more serious 

difficulties,, There are strong .p:t·ejud::.~,eff within the emigration as 

to the tl'Ue nationalist.lo e.sp:i..T::?.tions of the p:cese~1t Soviet 

population, par·i:iimtlarly :l.n the D1.:.rrt~ne, and this is a subject on 

which it is well-·nigh i."iipossi1Jl8 to obtain genuine fact~ual dil.ta, 

Current confusion as to whether the enemy is Soviet communism or 

Russian imperialism co1:1plicat.e~ the situativn, while the potential 

disaffection of the Great Russian people wi~hin the Soviet Union 
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remains one of the ma~ofi pf'i2:eSl Uii~S;i.ve p6btilation shifts give 

rise to other problems, such as in the·k6~th b&ucasus~ where there 

ar'e now probably more Russians than Nol:-th Caucasians, Until the 

conditions under Which the liberation takes place become much 

clearer than they are today, it is obviously impossible to visualize 

·the mechanics of a just and equitable self-determination, and this 

in itself is a strong deterrent againstaccepting the principle of 

non~predetermination on the part of certain nationalities who 

rightly or wrongly feel that they are homogeneous, have consistently 

in the past made their choice, and are therefore reluctant to 

compromise the blood they have shed in past struggles for freedom 

for a dubious future in the name of a loosely united emigration. 

No public announcement of the American attitude toward a 

liberated Russia has been made. There is unanimity in the 

emigration and among foreign students of the Soviet problem on one 

somber point, - that whether the liberation occurs as a result of 

a general war or comes aoout through the Bolshev:ik regime diainte ... 

grating under other conditions, there will be a period of bloody 

chaos, a Time of Troubles such as Russia has not yet experienced. 

It does not seem to be in the interests of the United States to 

undertake the responsibility for the stU.ution of the problems 

that will there be involved, or it will almost certainly become 

involved in a new war in the process, On the other hand, it is 

obviou.sly not in the interests of the United States to be confronted 
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with an eventual solution which will itself Je ad to further wars 

•ar necessity fer American intervention. The post .. liberation problems 

are basically the direct responsibility of the Soviet peoples and of 

those in the emigration who continue to identify themselves with 

their original homelanclso No clear reason is apparent why the 

United States should make 00mmitments in support of one viewp.:>int 

as opposed to another> at least until the conditions surrounding 

the liberation become more predictal:le, except for broad general-

izations that are consistent with our own traditions, such as in 

behalf o~ 11democracy11 and "freedom for all." 11 Self-determination11 

is a broad principle of this nature, and regardless of the degree 

of responsibility 6he United States will be willing t~ assume at a 

given time in order to guarantee self-determination, it cm at least 

be said that the principle is an acceptable one for Americians. 

The overt struggle against Bolshevism does not in itself 

require a united emigra·l:.ion, desirable as that might be. Research 

and studies can conceivably be coordinated and the intellectual 

and other capabilities of the emigration tapped in other ways than 

through a central organization. It is highly desirable that overt 

propaganda be conducted by emigres who are not subject td the 

:lJnplieation that they are under American control, but even if they 

were in fact self-supporting, m ich they are not, the charge of 

American control will still be made· against them. 

As far as radio broadcasting is concerned, the content

spectrwn which is peculiar to such an effort is increasingly narrow, 
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bounded on one side by that for which the .American government is 

willing to take responsibility, and on the other side by what the 

host government will be unable or unwilling to permit. .Although 

the Voice of .Amer:i.ca is contjnually given more freed.om and latitude 

in its content 1 th~re w:tll sti;.1 remain an area in which the 

possibility of r~puJ.:'.ation 'Jy goi;ernment will be desirable., Emigre 

broadcasting \~hicb.. j_s in. actual fa.:t as independent as it can be 

without conflict:bg vat:1. f:E1d.amental U,. f!~ interests can presumably 

be grought to a high d<.Jgree of exce1ienceJand. bffectiveness, and it 

is clearly a justifiable effo1·t, bu·i; in itself it d0as not demand 

much more than has already been accomplished in unifying the emigra-

ti on. 

A newspaper or periodical for emigre circulation is 

necessary for self-presenvation alone; it also is a part of the 

educational procass of unifica.tion, it is a means of dissemination 

of the results of .research~ and it is possible to employ it in 

whole or in part in :;;ircpaganda within the Soviet Union. Research 

in post-lltaratio:n problems cannot be expected to be supported in 

any other way than t~.1rough support to emlgres. This is an area 

which is not normal~y ueveloped by existing pclitical parties due 

t;.1 their p.reoccupaticn with the acq_u:i.ring of power rather than with 

the pr.:iblems invol<reG. in tho exercise of that power., 

Al ':;.hough the Ooordinat:i.ng Center that has already been 

established. ty '1ih0 American Oommi t tee should obviously be expanded 
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for propaganda reasons alone, it can still provide a justifiable 

base for this operation. Its greatest vulnerability lies in the 

attacks that are made on it by non-participating elements of the 

emigration, which can give great assistance to Bolshevik attempts to 

discredit it. It would, ,perhaps, be easier to bring about a 

cessation of those attacks than it would to.appreciably widen the 

center, but even without freedom from emigre attack, it can still 

fulfill a large part of its function in the anti-Bolshevik struggle. 

Although the liberation struggle can be carried on with 

reasonable effectiveness without any broad unification of the 

Soviet emigration, the post-liberation situation prosents an 

entirely different picture. Regardless of the framework under which 

the liberation might occur, - whether it were the result of a general 

war, due to the death of Stalin, or to the dissolution of the Bolshevik 

regime because of other reasons, - if it should occur in the immediate 

future, the emigratfon of today would be a disintegrating factor of 

unpredictable but possibly considerable :importance, Emigre figures, 

in order to "help" 'V{ould reach the scene by any means they could, 

with or without auspices. Since they are already at each other's 

throats under far less critical circumstances, the immediate 

possibilities of power would exacerbate their already bitter diff-

erences, and they would not only be of little help, but would 

actually add fuel to the flames. Since their interests would lie 

in a field in which the United States shouldrassume no responsibilities, 
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the inevitable chaos would probably be bloodier and more protracted 

because of them. 

Herein lies what seems to be the principle reason for a 

major attempt to unite the emigration before the liberation. 

Although no general political reconciliation seems possible in any 

reasonable period of time, any cooperative effort en ad hoc 

problems. provides an e~U.cational experience in which the emigration 

is sadly lacking. Present relationships are such that few of the 

emigre leaders have ever seen or talked with those for whom they 

have the most bitter hatred. Their knowledee of their rivals is 

largely confined to polemics in the emigre press and to the sort of 

rumors, denunciations, and real and suspected intrigues which 

flourish in the emigration. The sort of ar~itration and committee 

work which is a common. technique between divergent interests in the 

Western world, particularly in England and increasingly so in 

America, is unknown to.them.j If they.can habitually be brought 
_ .. ~c-

.: <together on ~uch ad hoc problems as the general direction of a 

broadcasting station or the meaning t-f a general congress of the 

Soviet Communist Party, ejcperience elsewhere has shawn that over a 

reas~nable period of time there is an excellent chance that they 

w:ill .g~dually acquire an increasing respect for thCE e who do not 

share their views. An opponent m~ remain a devil, but he tends to 

lose his horns and tail, and there is an increasing.awareness cl a 

J hroader community of interests than is at first admitted• There is 
I 

l 
\ 
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little doubt' that this educational process will be slower and more 

d:t,fficult in the case of Slavic peoples than with most others, but 
" 

th~re als.:~ s~ems liti;le doubt that if the liberation does not come 
}. 

unt±+ after a few years of suc:h coo.:;>e:.:·ation, the results of the 
'.' ·~ 

proce~s "WOuld carry over bt.n the ensuing che:cs, m ich might well 

be shorter and le ss bloody as a remil·i: .• 

Even a loosely~united ernigra-Citm with this background of 

experience could ccnceivably be of ~:reat value in a war wi~h the 

Soviet Union by handl..ing some of the problems which are best 

handled by a government-in-exile. Without such an organization, 

.American problems with civil popul.ations, refugees and deserters, 

whiep may well appear in large number; would be enormously 

eemplica~:'._~Undor conditions of either war or a disintegration of ----- . 
the Bolshevik reg:ime in a framework other than war, the United States 

will !ace grave difficulties in its attempts to deal with problems 

having political impliva't.ions i! it has to deal with emigre factions 

on a piecemeal and divided basis. Even now, while the cold war is 

1n progress, there is a tendency for emigres to renect their 

partisanship into the American seen& by way of American politics, 

which, although probably u1 tma"\:.ely contx·cllable, should be 

minimized in tho pret:;erice of a united emigratfon. 

Fr0m this point of view, the unification of the emigration 

will have failed unless it embraces all elements except self-seekers, 

' 
genuine criminals,. and elements clearly kr...own to be Bolshevik-controlled. 
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All the elemeii.ts of the overt cold war struggle against 
' ' 

Bolshevism, press, radio, and research, are implied in. any 
. .. 

hhifiCatic.n; and t.he b:foader the bairn, the better the fesults in 

each case,. Fortunai;ely, all these fuhot1x.ms can be carried out on 

a narrbwer base dur.ing the very colisider~ble period of time 

necessary to achieve the breadth of base which is indicated. 

The only factor that brings a unification within the 

bounds of possibility is the stabilizing effect of American 

influence.· Guarantees of the supporting Americans can compensate 

·to some extent for·the universal suspicion and mistrtist insofar as 

the Americans themselves are trusted. In this connection, the 

sincerity of the Americans seems to be questioned less than their 

shrewdness, which is perhaps to bo expected from those who 

consider that their own prejudices and fears' represent fundamental 

facts. Also it should be noted that faith in sincerity cart easily 

be destroyed by double-dealing and over-subtlety. The assurances 

of the American Committee that no one group or faction shall 

dominate or control a united center are helpful, but American 

ab:ility to recognize same or to keep from being out-maneuvered can 

only be demonstrated wit.h the_passage of time. At worst, this 

guarantee, coupled with a continuing repetition of the necessity 

for broadening the Center to the l:ililits indicated above, provides 

a consistent basis for American freedom of actien in what it will 

and will not support in the way of a Center. It should be realized 

that the powerful lever of financial support is of very limited use-
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unless it is employed 1n the interests of sincere and clea~ly 

recogniz~bl-e mor-c:il end:::~ 

Al c~10\lg.l1 the Ame:-ican Co:m.il'litt,ee cannot of oourse obmmit' 

the Ameriean gov2rrn'1ent·~ another us2fJ.l gu.arantee bea:d.rig on the 

nationalities problem is one in which t.he Committee v.ndertakes to 
' 

do all in its powe1· to b.t·:tng about post.-liberation conditions under 

which all Sovie(; peoples will receive d fair deal, without entering 

into arguments as to the ~:pe0if'.Lc means of achie•.-ing this as long 

as the conditions i:rt:.:::-rou.nd:!.ng foe liberation and its date are still 

obscured by the unkn0wn futuroa 

The greates·t obstacle to reaching the ul t:i.mate aim of a 

broad unificati~n o~ the emigration may well lie in the mechanics 

of power within the structure of the Center. Any such organization 

requires some sort ~f structure which involves representation and 

voting rights. The temper of the emigre political parties is such 

that they can be expected to use that structure to obtain and 

maintain power, and such activities can well challenge one of the 

Committee 1 s b.<:isic guarantees.. This strueturo is directly invol veri. 

in the Center cs abil it·? ·~o broaden itself, not only wlth reference 

to the inelu:::·.~_on of ::T,her political orga:nh£1.tions, tut of non-

political groups and even perhaps indiYiduals~ The power structure 

of the Center can &lso be expeoted to come under severe strains on 

other issues.' The American Committee has already expressed concern 

over this problem, and it is believed to be recognized hy the Center 
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itself as oQe whose solution lies in the future. Only time and 

patience can tell whether or not the Center will be willing and 

able to devise a functioning mechanism of sufficient flexibility 

to achieve the breadth of unification which is desired. It is 

apparent that it will be a slow and painful process, and one which 

many P.llligre leaders, although admitting its desirability from many 

viewpoints, consider impracticable. 

It is impossible to set any deadlines f"or such a process, 

but, since there seem to be other possible ways of achieving a 

broadly-united emigration than through the present political parties, 

the American Committee need not wait forever for results. It should, 

however, revise its approach toward unification only when it is 

itself convinced of the ultimate impracticability of the present 

approach.· It is possibly a more difficult approach than others, 

but if ultimately completely successful, the most desira~le. It 

.also is a highly desirable step to have attempted before entering 

on any alternate course, and in any event, the results and 

experience obtained in the past two years seem justified. 

In any event, as our greatest expert on Soviet affiars 

points out, the Western world, working through the emigration, 

will continue to be at a great disadvantage vis-a-vis the Bolshevik 

party unless an additional element of great importance can be 

developed. Even though founded on fear, the prestige of the 

Bolshevik party is enormous. Its disciplined apparat is s~ 
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effective thnt the reslil ts of the efforts of even a cooperative 

emigration that is mo·~ivated as at present seem to have little 

comparative stt-ength" This seems true for both i;he struggle against 

Bolshevism and the post-liberation chaos. It might constitute a 

pa:rticula rly bad sit.uation under occupation conditions before 

Bolshevism had been finally broken, in case war should intervene. 

Possibly tho mos!; inportant problem that 1 ies ahead is 

that of building up a ccmparable prestige within the emigration. 

The strength of Bolshe'tdB!ll without its evil aspects is badly 

needed. There are good reasons for believing that this cannot be 

attained on the mechanistic material basis on which much Western as 

well as all Bolshevik thinking rests. 

Although no method of achieving this strength and prestige 

is now clear, it should, insofar as it is achievable, lessen the 

importance of any unification of the emigration ~roader than that 

which can ~e maL~tained with comparative ease~ At least the latter 

sort of u.~ification is considered necessary, and the ever-present 

threat of war giiros urgoncy to the development of approaches to the 

solution of the problems which cannot be handled within the frame-

work of approximately the present Cen~er. 

It is hoped that the foregoing may provide a proportion 

and perspective which will be of assistance in solving the many 

problems with which the American C'ommittee will be confronted, 
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particularly in priorities between variqus sorts of activities 
I 

which may appear to conflict with political interests •. 
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ADDITIONAL NOTE ON 11 THE ROLF. OF THE SOVIET EMIGRATION~ 

The paper entitled "The Role of the Soviet Emigration" sets forth the. 

considerations that govern the nature and breadth of the loose politic al 

unification of t"he Soviet emigration which is one of the objectives of the 

.American Committee for Liberation from Bolshevism. One of the purposes of 

such a political unification is to provide a genuine emigre organization to 

.l 
g 
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j 
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t 
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\ 
i 
i 
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I 
serve as sponsor and, insofar as possible, guide ·for the broadcasting opera- l 
tions of Radio Liberation. The points are made that although the present •. 

Coordinating Center should obviously be expanded for propaganda reasons alone} 
. I 

f it constitutes a justifiable base for radio broadcasts in its present form, 

and that there are broad American interests in addition to propaganda which 

have an importai:it bearing on the ultjJllate character of the Center whiCh 

should be supported by the American Co!lllnittee. 

Because of a misinterpretation of the subject paper in some quarters, 

it appears necessary to state that the American Comrni ttee realizes fully 

the importance of bringing about .the dowllrall of the Bolshevik·regime before 

/." 

~ 
r: 
f 

the other conditions discussed therein can have any application. It continues 

to believe that long ranr,e objectives should not be wholly sacrificed to more 

immediate problems, and that it is possible, although difficult, to combine 

the two in the overall national interest. · It also believes that the elements 

involved in its views are of major importance and themselves carry some degree 

of urgency. In case of war with the U.S.S.R•, the United States will be con-

fronted with a liberation problem-similar to that which faced the Germans. 

Rosenberg's policy of dividing Russia was opposed in certain Army quarters 

by a policy of liberation for all which was essentially that which the .American 

Committee now follows. Both opposing policies were scrapped by Hitler, but 
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if the latter had been followed, it might have had a profound effect on the 

outcome of the war. 

Perhaps the intent of the paper in question will be clearer if the first 

sentence on page 12 is modified to include the following underlined portion: 

"Herein lfos what seems to be the principal reason for a major attempt 

to unite the emigration before the liberation, beyon~ but including ::_ 

~ .amb_~tio~ ~ttempt !:;?. obtai~ ~nlt ~ ~.~a.ble sponsorship ~the 

highly ~~~~~S'(. ~-nd !E:'gent operation 9f racti~ broadcasting. 

L. C. ST.INF.NS 
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